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How we prepare for fire can mean the difference between dead trees and trees that are resilient to fire. In an 
evaluaMon of a fire damaged tree, there are a few key things to consider. 

The first and foremost trait required of a tree for 
resilience is bark. Thick bark results in more resistance 
to fire. Thicker bark protects the cambium layer of 
Mssues underneath. Did the fire completely surround 
the tree or did it move from one side to the other 
prevenMng an intense burn on the leeward side? Were 
there grasses, shrubs or a flammable pile of demolished 
pinecones (squirrels), at the trunk of the tree. How 
much fuel kept the fire burning at the base of the tree? 

Secondly, soil moisture content is a factor. Trees 
surrounded by lawn and in well irrigated areas generally 
have foliage with a higher moisture content. This higher 
moisture content will increase the temperature required 
to cause the foliage to ignite and protect the buds 
underneath. Was the tree exposed to high temperature in 
the canopy and is the canopy sMll green or resprouMng? 

Measuring the live remaining crown can be helpful in determining survival. Many Mmes the foliage may have been 
singed and dead, but if the underlying buds are sMll alive and viable, the tree will likely survive. The twigs can be 
examined through binoculars to see how much of the tree is sMll alive. 

CaviMes in trees from old wounds make a place for fire to get inside the tree. In October, while working in the 
Caldor fire, I noMced smoke seeping from a cavity in a large ponderosa pine. It was a small opening, such as an old 
branch failure or woodpecker cavity. The fire passed through the area about August 30th. The tree had been 
smoldering for more than 2 months slowly burning the structural cells inside the tree. This can happen on the 
main trunk of the tree or in large branches. 

Prepare your landscape and trees before fire season. In natural areas, remove grasses, leaf li0er, and debris from 
the base of trees to keep potenMal fuels away from the trunk. The thinner the bark of the tree, the further away 
you should move the fuel. In the landscape, irrigate heavily during fire season. A\er a fire, you can evaluate which 
trees are likely to survive based on how the fire acted on the site and the species. Once you have decided which 
trees are likely to survive, evaluate risk of failure and what the tree might strike if it did fail. When in doubt, call a 
qualified consulMng arborist. 
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Cross sec@on of coast live oak, ponderosa pine and 
Douglas fir show differences in bark thickness.
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Lawn area, above: Trunks are charred 
but moisture content within the 

foliage was high enough to prevent 
igni@on. Trees will likely be fine.  

Below: Natural area with drought 
stressed trees and low moisture 

content within the foliage caused 
igni@on throughout the canopy. Trees 

are likely all dead. 
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